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Title word cross-reference

$24.69 [Kel96c]. \alpha [Kok99]. K [Mus91b].
-metric [Kok99].
0-201-87746-5 [Kel96c].
3Rs [Yu91].
4 [Ole93]. 4th [Rei97, Sit96].

5th [PD98].
6th [PT94].
7-layered [Rya96]. 7th [LW96b].
8th [EW97, KW96].
'9 [PBL99]. '91 [Wie92]. 94 [Vil95]. 95 [Swa96], 97 [Fug96], '99 [Ano99]. 9th [PBL99].
= [KKLK98].

A011 [TTC95]. ability [FW91]. Abstract [Jac93, Bec99, Blu93, BG94, BDM90, Cor96, Day96, Jac96, Par97, PV97, Pet96, Rec96].
Abstracting [Gun96]. abstraction
[Ive97, Lei98, Ray98a, BZ95, CR99a, CGK97a, HSWZ94, Hug91, Kar98, SR96, SCB+99, Wyb90, O’L96b]. C/C [O’L96b].
C2 [MOT97, MORT96]. C2-style [MOT97].
CAIS [MFR94]. calculus [Fro90, MFDM97, Woo93, YCZ98].
calibrating [Ves99]. California [GS96]. calculus [Fro90, MFDM97, Woo93, YCZ98].
calibrating [Ves99]. California [GS96].
card-oriented [BM98]. cards [GLV99]. Carroll [Ray97b]. CASE [Pou93, TL90, Ber93, DTF96, Fek95, FGP93, HS96a, KP98c, KP98b, Lam97b, Pfl94, PK97, Rin92, Ros97, RGR92, SC93b, WVF95, XZLY95, BK95a, Bla97, Dro97b, GRW95, Hua98b, Jan94, McI93, Ole93, Pol90, Sha94, TS90, Tri90, Wyb91, YH96].
CAX-framework [Que92]. CCS [BCJ96]. CDRI [TTC95]. Center [Doe97a].
centered [Bar92, Bla97, GJ94, SHO90].
Challenge [Ola98]. challenges [Fin98].
Chamond [Ray98b]. Change [Joe97, Kel96a, Mar90, OH90, SC98, SvK98, SHO90, VN96]. change/configuration [Mar90]. changes [SC98, TSK90]. changing [Mi97]. channels [CF94]. chaos [Rac95a, Rac95b]. characteristics [Car93].
characterization [DW97]. chart [Guo97].
Chasing [Neu95a]. check [Blu93, EGHT94].
chemical [Kog95]. children [He93].
CHIME [DK99]. choosing [Pfl95a].
chopping [RR95]. Christopher [Lea94].
CIP [Fie99]. claim [ZS99]. claims [DS97].
Clarifying [Kra97]. clashes [Boe99]. class [PK97, ST98, SPH99]. classes [Che93b, HR94]. classification [HSF92, Lai92, Lu95, MAK97].
classifying [MT97]. classroom [JBB94, Ke97a]. Cleanroom [Smi96].
co-ordinator [LW99]. Cad [Doe98a].
COCOMO [IGE97]. CODE [CHS90, Kam91, CGK97a, Dav95a, ACM97, EGHT94, FC98, GMR99, Got99, HS96a, JGS99, LSJ97, MPR99, MS97a, Par99a, PRM97, PST95, Shn93, WWBJ98].
coding [Bra90]. CoffeeStrainer [Bok99].
coffin [MAK97]. Cohesion [BK95b].
Collaboration [WBG+99]. collaborative [Her99, KTC+92, MAM93, MFR94].
collection [Agg97]. combining [BF99, Mar98b, WRBM97, XJC98].
Coming [Pet91]. comment [MS96].
Comments [Mac91a, Off90, YH96].
commercial [Tra98b]. committee [Not96].
communication [CFI94, Che92c, HJ99, LA98, NCO96, Ter93a, VPC98].
Communications [Re97]. community [Edw99, HMK98]. compact [Cor98].
companionship [BDL98].
Comparative [Sim96]. Comparing [SRL98, WRBM97, MT97]. Comparison [JGS99, Den96, Loy90, SC93a].
compatibility [CL91]. competence [And95]. Compiler [O’L97b, BSR94, Kar98].
compilers [CD90, VB97].
complete [Vaz94, XD+98]. Completeness [mWE91].
Complex [Nor97, Tra96a, BSR94, SS95].
complexity [KBZ98, Law98c, Rac95c].
Component [LNS98, SW94, UCD99, AG98, Fie99, HJ99, JK99, MA97, SN90, WHi95].

Components [CE99, Edw96, Joh97, BHKW94, CDP95, Dai95, EHL+94, HC99, HSWZ94, HZG99, Mis97, MOT97, PW95, Sug95, Tra97b, ZW95]. componentware [Kim98]. composability [CPK93]. composite [BGL98]. composition [AA98, MDE97, MQ94, WBG+99, KLS99]. Compositional [BFG96, CK95, JXXG98, Tho98, CK93, CGK97b, CA94]. comprehension [MRS98]. comprehensive [HHJ+99]. Computation [HRS98, HR96]. Computer [Con99, GN92, Kri95, Neu95a, Nor97, Pou93, Rei97, TL90, Gor94, JBVW94, Lin92, Neu92, Neu94, Neu96a, Tat96, War92, Tra95b]. Computer-Aided [Pou93, TL90, GN92, Lin92, Tat96]. computer-based [JBVW94]. computerized [Kel97a, Day96, MS97b]. Computers [Neu95e, Neu95f, Neu95g, Neu90b, Neu90c, Neu91a, Neu91b, Neu93, Neu95d, Neu95g, Neu96b, Neu96c, Neu96d, Neu97a, Neu97b, Neu97c, Neu97d, Neu98a, Neu98b, Neu98c, Neu98d, Neu99a, Neu99b].

Gor94, MMS96, RHR91, RvH91. criticality [Ebe97]. criticisms [KL90]. cross [LW99].
cross-organisational [LW99]. Cryptographic [DS97]. CSCD [LZL99].
CSCW [Joh96b, Kri95]. CSE [Con99]. CSEET [Con99]. Cultures [Gri96].
Current [Dav96, Fin97, JG96]. curriculum [TTC95]. curve [Rac96].
customer [McL93]. Customization [AA98].
customized [LP97]. Cute [Hec90]. Cycle [Mac91b, Car93, HSE93, Rac95a, Sim95].
cycles [BG90]. cyclotron [Jac90].

Dagstuhl [GTP95, THP93]. daily [Ano99].


Defect [Neu95a, Kel97b, LS97J, WRBM97]. defects [Rin96]. define [Sha94]. definition [Bok99]. degree [Sol98]. Demand [HRS95].

DeMarco [Tra98a]. democracy [Bac91].


Deriving [CDHW93]. describing [Che93b].

Description [Wan97, CJP90, MT97, Sar92c, Whi95].
descriptions [AAC93]. deserve [TBK92].

Design [Aye96a, Bur96, Doe97c, Doe97d, Kin97, Kog95, Pf94, Pf95c, Sch92a, Tra96a, Ana98, Bra90, Coo96, Day96, Dro96, DR97, Fis93, GAO94, Gar95b, Hua98a, JD96, Jac98, KS91, Ks91, MLM97, Mar98b, MSU98, MS96, McL91, McL92, MORT96, MDE97, Pf95d, Pf95a, Pf95b, PT97, PSTZ99, RR97, RDO98, Rin93, RW97, SS95, SvG98, Sz95b, Sm91, Son95, SO97, Ter93b, TC97, TkPK90, TWC92, VN96, WT91, vR92, FvL94, KW96, Pout98, Ray98b, Aye96c]. designers [BDM90, Lea94].

Designing [Bhu93, LHR99, Gri99a, KP98a, SAMS97].
designs [BF99, CDHW93, KRT97, LS97J, YT90].
desk [PSTZ99]. desktop [RM99a].

DESMET [Kit98]. detecting [FW91, NA98].
detection [CGK97a, CW98b, LS97J, TRC93, WRBM97].
detector [JD96]. determine [PP97].
deterministic [AL93]. Deutsch [Fin99].
developer [Gan97].
Developing [BEKM97, CCR90, Hen95a, ROMA92, Sca91, Tra97b, Dro97a, Doe97a].

Development [CHS90, CW98a, Dai95, DS94b, Doe97b, FCC94, Fin96a, Lei96a, Ray96, SFE97, AK99, AL95, BG90, BGV90, BCC99, Bec99, BSKH92, BK95a, CC9790, Car93, Che94a, CS90, Con92, Dan91, DS94a, Dol91, DK99, DE91a, DE91b, Ebe97, FP98, GRW90, HK92, HS95, Kad92, KTC92, KT97, Kim98, KS91, Law98c, Loy90, Lyu91, MAM3, Mar97, MV96, MR92, Mrd90, OAF98, PZ95, RM95, Rin91a, RF90,
SSP95, SC93a, SS90, SAMS97, SARL91, SVR97, Ste93, SC98, TTT95, Ter93a, Ter90, Tri93, Vaz93, WGHS99, Wyb90, XJG98, XZLY95, ZAD97, vM91, Müh96].
developments [Go90, LS90a].
diagnosis [Kel96a].
diagnosis [Sar92a].
diagram [Guo97].
diagrams [DJJ96, Vaz94, Vaz96].
dialog [ND90].
Dichotomy [Dav95b].
Dictionary [O’L97a].
differences [HJN94].
digital [PST99].
Dijkstra [Ter93b].
dimensional [XJG98].
dimensions [DvK95].
dimensional [XJG98].
dimensions [DvK95].
direct [Gri93, Smi91].
directed [MZ98].
direction [Tri91].
directions [Ang99, THP93, FF97, GJK95, JG96, LA98].
directory [Tra95c].
discipline [Bec99, Gar95b, OSWZ94].
discovery [JDL99].
discussion [Car93, Che92a, Tri92].
disseminating [Sea97].
Distributed [UCD99, AC95, AA98, BBP99, Lai96].
distributed [UCD99, AC95, AA98, BBP99, Lai96].
distribution [Tak99, pP98].
Do [HB94, BO99, CS98, Kra97, Mai97].
doctorate [SJ96].
document [Lai92, Bla97, LP97].
document-centered [Bl97].
documentation [Han98, HGGM98, Mar94, Mar98a].
documenting [HS90].
documents [Amo95, BBP99, Lai96].
DoD [Ove90, Pol90, SM96, Tra98b].
DoD-Std-2167A [Ove90].
does [McL93, Vot93, Tra90, Ze99].
Domain [Bai96, CJP90, Got95, PD90, Sim96, Tra92, Tra94, Tra95e, CDP95, FH95, FLM95, Gac95, Gam97, HF98, Hen95a, LW96a, LM97, LF95, LZ99, LU95, MHF97, Rol94, Sim95, SM96, TTT95, THRE94, TCY93].
Domain-Specific [Tra95e, Tra94, LW96a, TTT95, THRE94, TCY93].
domains [Jar97].
dominator [Agr99].
Donald [O’L97a].
DOTSS [Gam97].
down [War96].
downcasting [PR99].
Draft [ELB98, ACM97].
driven [AG91, Cla90, DvL96, DS94b, LT93, LW99, Ram96].
Druffel [Lec99].
DSSA [Tra94, Tra95e].
DSSG [XZLY95].
Duality [Dav95b].
duals [MB96].
Duplication [CF94].
Duration [YCY98].
Durham [BB96].
during [Lut93].
Dynamic [Gor93, MK96, Bal99a, GS95, HLS99].
dynamically [FC98, MIS97].
dynamically-linked [FC98].
dynamics [Pre99a].
early [Bou93].
easy [HLS99].
EDCS [SS95, Tra96a, Wau97].
ingit [BGV90, Kob90, WW98].
Edition [Ray99].
editor [Lec96b].
editors [TWC92].
Edmund [Ray98a].
Educating [SJ96].
Education [Con99, Lud96, Sea97, Kel97a].
educational [RS97].
Edward [Doe97c, Doe97d, O’L97a].
Effective [AG98, DKW92, Gor93].
effectiveness [FI98, RW96].
effects [HS96, SRL98, Tak99].
efficiency [CABN98, LH99b].
Efficient [Agr99, CGHS99, HMR93, LH99a, GBF99, KL96, NAC99].
effort [HS96a, Ves99].
Egret [Joh96b].
EFFEL [Rin92, Fin96a].
elaboration [Dv96].
electronic [BBP99, BO99, LM99].
Elements [JD96, DR97].
elevators [GAM95].
elicitation [Hol90, VPC98].
Embedded [Mar98a, Fie99, Mar94, THM99].
elaborated [Boe95].
empirical [FI98, Hen95b, MR29, WC92, WRBM97, BK99].
Empowerment [Bor95].
Enabling [HC99].
encapsulation [ACM90].
encapsulating [BG94, BM98].
ENCOMPASS [Ter90].
encountered [Kad92].
enforce [Gor93].
Eng [KJ97c, KP98a].
Engineer [Sar94, Joh96a].
Engineered [Sar94].
Engineering [Bai96, Con99, Doe96a, Doe96b, Doe96c, Doe97e, Doe97f, Doe97g, Doe97h, Doe98b, Doe98c, Doe99a, Doe99b, FD96, GM96, Hol95, How95a, How95b, How96, Lud96, Nor97, Pet96, Pf95c, PSP95, PP96, Pou93,
Grady [Coo98b], grained
MAM93, MPR99, SSS90, grammar
CJPV90, grammars
Dol91, Le 96, TSK90, graph
Dol91, EHT97, Le 96, graph-grammars
Dol91, Graphic [Che92c], graphical
[AB97, Bol90, CC90, DCH97, KNN99], graphs
[Agr99, HMR93, Gries [Ter93b], Gries/Dijkstra
[Ter93b], group
EW97, GT93, GRW90, LSJ97, LW96b,
PT94, Sea97, Tak99, Tra92, groupware
[BBPP99], growth [MZ98], GUI
[BR94, BR95, OAFG98], Guided
[DHVL+95], Guideline [mWE91].
Guidelines [Aye95, Lei96b, Mar94].

Habermann [Not93], Haim [Aye96b], Hall
[Do97a, Ire97], Handbook [Kel96c].
handling [Iss91, ZS99], happen [NA98].
happier [McL93], hard [XP91].
hard-real-time [XP91], hardware [Sca91].
Harland [Wal92], Harlan [Poo96], harmful
[PB94], Haskell [Fin97], Hatley [Tat95].
Hatley/Pirbhai [Tat95], Hawk [WH99].
Hayes [Ola98], HCI [Kol98, Sea97].
HCI-enhanced [Kol98], heart [GHJ98].
heart-beat [GHJ98], hedging [BO99].
Heisenberg [Lap90], help
[Bal99b, BDM90, Loy93, PSTZ99].
Herbal [HC99], Herbal-T [HC99].
heterogeneous [LA98, WP92], heuristics
[LM97], hierarchical
[AY98, Gir99, HW97, Hua98a, XDB99].
hierarchies [ST98], hierarchy
[AS95, PK97, RP98], high
[AL95, JZZ+95, MNS95, Pou98], high-level
[AL95, JZZ+95, MNS95], Highlights
[Tra98b], history [Bar98, Mah98a, Rin91b].
HLA [AG98], holes [Mus91a], Holistic
[Ana98], Holmes [OL97b], HOOD
[ZZW98]. Horning [Mes98], human
[KJ97a, SK96], Hybrid
[GS95, Bha95, Vaz93], hypercubes
[Bec91, Mac91a], hypermedia [FHS+92].
hypermiba-based [FHS+92], HyperNet
[Mar97], Hypertext [dro97b, Kil94b].
HyperWeb [FHS+92].

Ian [Ola98], IBM [Do97a], ICARUS
[DHvL+95], ICECCS’97 [Nor97], icon
[Do91]. ICSE
[Ano99, Fug96, Ghe99, Par95, Tay97].
ICSR4 [Sit97], ICSR’5 [PD98], ideas
[Not97], Identification [Vaz94].
Identifying [FR99, KJ97b, Sea97], IEEE
[Ede93, Mam94, Nor97]. If [Ser94].
II [EHL+94, GAM95, Hei96]. III [BHK94].
illusion [Was95], illustration [LF95].
Illustrative [Neu92, Neu94, Neu96a].
immaturity [Fin92b], impact
[Gar93, GGL+97, Pil96], implement
[Gam97, Vaz93], Implementation
[BJ93, CP93, KM91, MLMK97, PD91,
RDO98, Sni91]. Implementation-based
[BJ93]. Implementing
[AB97, YT90, BHK94, Se94].
implementations [Dro97b], implicit [GJND98].
important [RGR92], impressions [Vil95].
improve [KR598, LH99b, NCC99, Sco92].
Improved [WF93], improvement
[ADL97, FP94, Han98, He93, Ves98].
Improving [Aye95, CC96, CBN98,
Che93a, Fis93, KGL98], in-the-large
[MMS96], inadequacies [MV91]. Including
[Kos98], inconsistent [Ves98]. incorrectly
[Rya95], increased [CP93]. Incremental
[KT97, Kar98, KT96, Ter90],
imcrementality [FM95]. indecision
[Par99b], independence [SN90].
independent [BDG+95, L94], Index
[Tr95c]. Industrial [Boe96, Ag97,
DBM97, FH95, GPS96, LMD90]. industry
[Bru96, Gri98, Uhl97]. Inertia [Sh93].
infeasibility [BF91], infeasible [BGS97].
influence [KJ97a, SK96], influential
[HKMR98, Par95]. Information
[Bor95, Kell97a, SGJ+97, Ver96, AG95,
BGS97, BDM90, Con92, Dov97, Dro96,

Jeff [Kos95]. Jim [Ire97, Mes98, O’L97b].
Krief [Aye97].


M [CM98, O’L97a, Ola98]. M.E.R.O.DE. [DS94b]. machine [AC95, RF90]. machines [AY98, Che91a, Che91b, Che93b, HW97, MD93]. Magee [Tra95c]. maintainability [GA96]. maintenance [Ed93, HLO+92, Jor95, Mam94, PPRC99, RBDL97, Rin91b]. make [McL93, Sug95]. Making [BN92, De 90, FP98, Hua98b, MDE97, PD91, Tak99]. manage [Bal99b]. Management [Kel96c, Law98c, Apt94, AA98, Hei93, HHJ+99, HM97, Joe97, KW95, KGL98, KRS98, LW99, ML90, Mar90, MR90, QJD90, SNS99, SJ96, SS90, Spr91, TSK90, TC93, Ver96, Zel95b, ZS99].

methodologies
[Clao90, Con92, Ove90, PP97, Son95].
methodology
[Ari93, AF+99, HSE93, Hol90, Jan94, JZZ+95, KP98c, KSV91, Mat97, MV96, Xia98, YH96]. methods
[CL96, DBDS93, FW91, Gom95, Jac96, Kit96a, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, KP98a, KP98b, Kit98, Lev92, Loy90, OM91, Pla90, Red90, SK96, Sch92a, SC93a, Woo90].
Metric-driven
[LT93, Cla90, Kok99].
Metrics
[FD96, AG+97, CS95, HS96a, HS96b, Kel98, Kit96a, Kit96c, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, Kit98, Lev92, Loy90, OM91, Pla90, Red90, SK96, Sch92a, SC93a, Woo90].
Metric-d-initialized
[LT93].
Metrics-d-initialized
[FD96, AG+97, CS95, HS96a, HS96b, Kel98, Kit96a, Kit96c, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, Kit98, Lev92, Loy90, OM91, Pla90, Red90, SK96, Sch92a, SC93a, Woo90].
Micro [Edw96].
Micro-Architecture [Edw96]. MIDAS
[MP99, PRM97]. Model
[AY98, ABB+96, Aye95, DCH97, GHJ98, WV95, AG91, AB96, BL97, BEMK97, Bie99, Bru96, BGF96, CL91, CABB98, CGK97a, CY98, DS94a, DS94b, Den96, DP98, Fek95, Fe99, Fin92b, GH99, HK92, Hj99, IEG97, Iss91, JR94, JXXG98, KW95, Ko98, MPR99, MN95, MI91, OH96, Pad99, Pet91, Pil96, PD91, Rac95a, SAMS97, Tat95, TRC93, Tra91, Ver96, Wa92, WGHS99, XJG98, Zel95b]. model-based
[Den96, Fek95, Fe99, Pet91]. model-checking
[JXXG98]. model-driven
[DS94]. Modeling
[Aye96b, Jai97, Sim96, AGI98, CGH99, FH95, Gom95, JSW99, Kii91, Kro98, LXX98, LXL98, Mat97, Sim95, SC98, XDB99, ZW96]. modelling
[BDLlvdS90, ETHE97, Sar92c]. Models
[Do98a, Edw96, FD96, Wh95, BGC90, Car93, Cor96, GC96, Ho93, LU95, MH97c, MTO+92, MN95, Ves99, Zel94, Zel95a]. modern [Con92]. modification
[HLS+99, SRLZ98]. modification-side-effects [SRLZ98]. modifications [MFDM97]. modified
[AS94]. Modula [Jor90]. Modula-3 [Jor90]. modular [CDHW93, FC98, HS95, NLS90]. modularity [FM95, VG94]. Module
[SB98a, SB98b, mWE91, TT95]. modules
[WP92, Woi93]. Moksha [RM99a]. monitor
[Lei96b]. Movement [Van95]. MUDs
[Muh96, BEK97]. Multiple
[PR99, SF97, FLP99, Jai97, MR92]. multiple-view [MR92]. multipoint
[Tak99]. multiprocessor [KSL90]. MUST
[Per97]. mutant [UOH93]. Mutation
[UOH93, DR90, WF93]. mutations
[DTF96]. my [Zel99].
nail [MAKGM97]. name [KW95]. names
[HM97]. naming [BDG+95]. narrow
[Tak99]. narrow-band [Tak99]. NASA
[WTW+91]. National [Bar98]. NAVIGATOR
[Mai95]. navigation
[PK97]. NDHORM
[ZW96]. Need [Edw96, HB94, Sha98, Vot93]. needed
[CCR90]. needs
[Hen95b, Joe97, Lam98, PP97]. net
[CC96, Do96a, Do96b, Do96c, Do97e, Do97f, Do97g, Do97h, Do98b, Do98c, Do99a, Do99b, How95a, How95b, How96]. net-based
[CC96]. nets
[FGP93, JSZ97].
network [JBVW94]. Neumann [Tra95b, Mac91a]. newspaper [Ano99].
next [Boe95, Gar95b, Hua98b, SO97, War92].
next-generation [SO97]. Nico [Not93]. no [HB94, Sha98].
note [Bow90, LXK98, MD93, Rin93]. Notes [CW98a, Con99, McL91, McL92, vR92, Doe96a, Doe96b, Doe96c, Doe97e, Doe97f, Doe97g, Doe97h, Doe98b, Doe98c, Doe99a, Doe99b, How95a, How95b, How96]. notification [RW97].
Observation [RW97]. obstacles [VPC98]. obTOIs [Que92]. ODM [Sim95]. off [Gam97, MOT97, Tra96a, Was95].
Ordered [DR90]. ordinador [LW99].
Oriented [Aye96b, Aye96c, DH98, Doe97a, Kos98, Law98b, O'L97a, Per96, Per97, Pou98, Sug95, AL95, BK95a, BK95b, BL97, CY98, Che93a, Che91b, Che91c, CS95, DS94b, GC96, He90, HSF92, HSE93, Hua98a, Lan93, Law98a, Lea94, LW93, Loy90, Mac91b, MS96, MORT96, MS97, Mrd90, Nou96, Nou98, Rin91a, Rin92, Rin96, SH98, SPL96, SC93a, TSK90, TC93, TVK90, Tom94, Vaz93, Vaz96, Wal92, WKC97, WK98, BB99, Doe97c, Doe97d, Doe98b, Doe98c, Kos95, O'L97b, Pou95, Ray97a, Ray98a, Sur97].
Object-Based [Kos98, BL97].
Object-Oriented [Sur97].
Object-Oriented [Aye96b, Aye96c, DH98, Doe97a, Kos98, Law98b, O'L97b, Pou98, Ray97a, Ray98a, AL95, BK95b, BM98, CH98, CY98, Che93a, Che91b, Che91c, CS95, DS94b, EHT97, GC96, Hec90, HSE93, Hua98a, Kok96, Lan93, Law98a, Lea94, LW93, LSO98, Loy90, Mac91b, MS96, MORT96, Mrd90, RRG97, Ram96, Rin91a, Rin92, Rin96, SH98, SC93a, TvK90, Tom94, Vaz93, Vaz96, Wal92, WKC97, WK98, BB99, Doe97c, Doe97d, Doe97b, Kos95].
Objects [Ray98a, ACLN95, AA95, AA98, BMS93, Che93b, GJJ95, Sha95b, Aye97].
observation [RW97].
Parameterized \cite{Che92b}, Parnas \cite{Eic99b}, parsers \cite{Dya94}, Partition \cite{PY93, Nta98}, Partnering \cite{MK98}, Passing \cite{Poo96}, patents \cite{Aha99}, path \cite{FB97b, MF96, YSP98}, path-wise \cite{MF96}, PATHOS \cite{AL95}, paths \cite{BGS97}. Pattern-based \cite{SvG98, SRZ97}, Patterns \cite{Doe98a, FLM95, DvL96, HK97, Joh97, MSU98, MDE97, RDO98, SP98, Vil95}. Paulson \cite{Ive97}, PCTE \cite{Lec96a}, pedagogical \cite{Tra95e}, people \cite{CS98}. perceptions \cite{Edw99}, Perestroika \cite{Buc91}. Performance \cite{Mus91a, Pou98, LSJ97, NCC99}. Performing \cite{HR94}, personal \cite{Bar98, Hum99}, perspective \cite{Ell98, LWM99, Mac91b, Sar92b}. Perspectives \cite{SFE97, Wyb91}, pertains \cite{Rin91b}, perturbation \cite{MM96}. Peter \cite{Doe98a, Fin99, Tra95b}, Petri \cite{CC96}. Phased \cite{KM91}, phenomena \cite{AD94}. Philippe \cite{Aye97}, Physical \cite{CR99a}. picking \cite{Fug96}, pictures \cite{Che91b, Che91c}. piece \cite{WWBJ98}. Pirbhai \cite{Tat95}, pit \cite{Boe99}. Planning \cite{Dro96, GCBM96, Kit97, Sar91, Sar93}. plans \cite{AK99, Sei94}, play \cite{BBK+97}, plea \cite{Kel95}. PLEIADES \cite{TC93}. PLoP \cite{Vil95}. PLoP-94 \cite{Vil95}. plug \cite{BBK+97}. plug-and-play \cite{BBK+97}. PLUNGE \cite{Ros97}. PM \cite{Zho90}. pointer \cite{MF96, ZRL96}. pointers \cite{AG98, LH99b}. points \cite{LH99a}. points-to \cite{LH99a}, poised \cite{Bag98b}. policies \cite{GI90}. policy \cite{AA98, Tra97c}. polite \cite{BO99}. polylingual \cite{BK99}, Polymorphism \cite{PB94}. position \cite{RM95}. positive \cite{Got99}. possible \cite{Tom94}. post \cite{Gar97}. power \cite{Ge94}. powerful \cite{De90}. Practical \cite{Pol90, Tat95, Buk91, CA93, Kit96b, Sar92b, Woo93, ZRL96}. practice \cite{Bas97, DKLS96, Dro97a, Got99, MFC95, Ros96, Tra98b}. practices \cite{Rem97}. Precise \cite{RR95, CGHS99}. predicates \cite{BGL98}. predict \cite{HS96a}. Predicting \cite{Ham96, RW96}. predictions \cite{Ebe97}. preference \cite{Tri93}. Preliminary \cite{Mar98b, Dai95, Rol94}. Prentice \cite{Doe97a, Ire97}. prescriptive \cite{Cla90}. presence \cite{AG98, HS96d, LH99b}. presentation \cite{GHM92, Mus91a}. preserving \cite{Gri93, YHR90}. Press \cite{Ive97, Tra95b}. primer \cite{Rae96, Per96}. principal \cite{FB97b}. Principles \cite{FKV95, Rin91a, Roc94}. priorities \cite{Boe96}. priority \cite{GMK99}. probabilistic \cite{Pad99}. Problem \cite{Apt94, Fav96, Kel96a, RP98, RB98, RDL97, SRL98}. Problems \cite{Jac96, Bra90, DJ98, LW96a}. procedural \cite{FR99}. procedure \cite{LS90b, Zho90}. procedures \cite{Kor96, VG94}. Process \cite{Dav95b, Doe97b, Lam97b, Lot93, Mon97, SGJ+97, AS95, ACM90, AC95, BN93, Bar92, Boe95, DS94a, Ell98, EAD99, Fin92b, Fis95, FP94, GJ94, Gos94, Han98, He93, He92, Hen95b, HGG98, Hum95, JSW99, Joe97, Kir91, LF95, LHR99, PW97, PPR99, Ram96, Rem97, Sco92, Sha95b, Sta93, SC98, SHO90, SO97, Ter93b, TCY93, Ves98, WW98, WBG+99, Kra95, Aye95}. process-centered \cite{Bar92, GJ94, SHO90}. process-integrated \cite{PW97}. process-oriented \cite{Ram96}. Processes

\text{Q} [BR94]. \textit{Q-Sim} [BR94]. \textit{Quality} [Bra90, Car96, FD96, HK97, Kel96d, OL96b, PPS95, Smi91, AK99, Bro90, Buk91, DJ98, HS96a, He93, HB94, Jor95, Ket90, Kok96, KRS98, Kro98, Lai92, Lok92, Lot90, Sef94, SD94, VW99, PP96]. \textit{quantification} [BF91]. \textit{Quantitative} [Kel96c, BZ95, KP98c, KP98a, KP98b]. \textit{Query} [Bal99b, TTB+90]. \textit{querying} [MS97]. \textit{questionnaire} [Jor95, KT94]. \textit{questions} [Tra94]. \textit{queueing} [BR94].

[Kir91, BF99, CL91, CC90, CA93, Cor96, Gaf99, HRR91, JXXG98, KL96, KS91].
reality [Pet96, Zel94, Zel95a]. really [HB94]. realtime [CPK93]. Reasoning [FXHZ98, GJND98, JSZ97]. Reconciling [SN90]. reconfiguration [WF99]. recovery [SvG98]. reduce [VG94]. Reduction [HW97, DBDS93]. Reengineering [BTS94, ST98, BA94, LT93, MRS98, PR95, SP98, Tom94, Bor95]. Reference [FCC94, BCGS95, WGHS99]. refinement [DvL96, Woo93]. refinements [FGP93]. Refining [BGS97, GS95]. reflections [Fug99]. reflexion [MNS95]. REFSEQ [PSP95]. REFSEQ’97 [DOP98]. REFSEQ’98 [OP98]. regression [Bal98, KAY98, RW96, Wah99]. Related [Neu95e, Neu95f, Tra95b, Lu93, Neu90b, Neu90c, Neu91a, Neu91b, Neu92, Neu93, Neu94, Neu95d, Neu95g, Neu96a, Neu96b, Neu96c, Neu96d, Neu97a, Neu97b, Neu97c, Neu97d, Neu98a, Neu98b, Neu98c, Neu98d, Neu99a, Neu99b]. Relational [Car96, DJJ96, JSZ97, Wil90]. relations [SPL96]. relationship [DS94b, Kil91]. Relationships [Kr95]. relaxation [GMS98]. release [vdHHHW97]. relevant [GBF99]. reliability [AS95, BF91, HV93, Lyu91, MZ98, Wey95]. reliable [CM96, MS97b, Aye96c]. reluctance [Shu93]. remembered [Not93]. remote [Zho90]. removing [De 90]. renovation [vdBV97]. Replace [Sej95]. replicated [SH98, WRBM97]. reply [KL90, McL92]. Report [Add98, DH98, Ede93, Fin98, Kim97, Kri95, Kwo97, Kwo98, Mon97, Rei97, SGJ+97, Tri91, And95, BB96, CQW+95. FCC94, Kim98, KSL90, Lam97a, LS97, LN99, PA96, SZ96, SFE97, Tat96, Tho98, Tra92, Wie92]. reports [EW97, Gir99, GT93, LW96b, PT94]. repositories [BDG+95, Lec96a]. repository [Lin92, Mac91b]. Representation [Sim96, Her99]. representative [Bal90, Gri93, SPH99]. requirements [MZ98]. Representing [MSB97]. Requirements [Fin92a, PSP95, PP96, Ram96, Amo95, AG91, AG93, AB96, CD94, CABN98, DvL96, FF97, GH99, HRR91, Ho90, JH98, JBVW94, Kai93, Kro98, LP97, Lu93, Mai95, MK95, OM95, PF95, Sha94, Tat95, VPC98, ZW96]. Requirements-driven [Ram96]. Research [BBB+99, BK99, GJ99, Kr95, XGG98, Boe96, DE91a, ED91b, Edw94, FF97, Fug99, HKMR98, JG96, KSZ91, Lu91, OSZ94, Par98a, Par98b, Sta93, Xia98, ZAD+97]. resilience [SS90]. resolutions [LW96a]. RESOLVE [BHKW94, EHL+94, Edw94, HSWZ94, OSZ94, SW94]. resources [Sea97]. response [AA95, Che91b, Che93b, GMR99, Mar98b, WTW+91]. responses [Day96]. responsibility [SC98]. restructuring [GN92, Gri93, GCBM96]. results [dPL96]. resumption [Shi91]. retrieval [Dro99, MAKGM97, PW95]. reusability [Aik90, Ara95, Che93a, Che94a, GGL+97, HC99, Lam98, PP97, VPM95, Tra92]. reusability-based [Che94a]. reusable [ACLN95, CDP95, CCR90, Dai95, Dav95a, DR97, FKV95, Gar90, Hen95b, Lam97a, MSB97, PW95, Tra97b]. Reuse [Ben96, BZ95, Boe95, BM97, DvK95, Fra96, GAM95, Gri96, Lei95, Mai95, MOT97, PF95, Pou97, PBL99, TR95f, ZAD+97, BG90, Bas97, BK95a, Bha95, BK95b, CH95, CD94, Che92b, Edw99, FM95, Gac95, GJK95, GMR99, GJJ+95, HR96, Hen95a, Jar95, Jar97, JC95, KRT97, Kog95, LW96a, Lam97b, Lam98, LW93, LU95, MFC95, MK98, Mar98a, Mar98b, MS97a, Mug97, Par99a, Pet91, Pou93, PD98, PD91, PD95, RM95, Rin91b, Sha95a, SR96, Sit96, Sit97, SVR97, Tra90, WKP+98, Was95, WT91, Whi95, XZY95, Yu91, ZW93, EW97, GT93, LW96b, PT94]. Reuse-oriented [Mai95].
reuser [Lam98]. Reusing [Gol90]. Reveng [DKW92]. Reverse
[KT94, vdBKV97, CQW+95, DKW92, JR94, JSZ97, MTO+92, OM95, Yu91]. reverse-engineering [DKW92, Yu91].

Review
[Aye96a, Aye96b, Aye96c, Bor95, Doe97b, Fin96a, Fin96b, Hol96, Iev97, Kel96c, Kel96d, Kel96b, Kel96a, Lee96a, Le96b, O’L96a, O’L96b, O’L96c, Per96, Ray96, Ray97a, Sur97, Tra97a, Doe97a, Ire97, Kos95, Neu95c, Tra95b, Tra95c]. Reviews
[Aye95, Aye97, Doe97c, Doe97d, Doe98a, Kos98, Lei98, O’L97a, O’L97b, Ola98, Per97, Pou95, Pou98, Ray97b, Ray98a, Ray98b, Tra98a, LS97].


selected [GJ94]. selecting [Kit96a, Kit96b, RGR92]. selection [Ba98, FB97b, Tri90]. semantic [OH96]. Semantics

seminar [Kim98]. sensitive [WWB98]. sensitivity [SRL98]. Separate [HR96]. sequence [HS96c]. sequential [DFKM97].

serial [WF93]. seriously [Mai97]. server [Hei92]. service
[BCJ96, Fek95, Que92, TTB+90]. services [CL91]. session [BCJ96, Not97]. set [Pic95d, Rin91a]. sets [MM96]. seven [Bon93]. Seventh [FV94]. sharing
[MS97a, WV99]. shelf [Gam97, MOT97]. Shlaer [Gas94]. short [Rin91b]. should
[Che92c, Hum95]. shuttle [Mod93]. side [HS96d, SRL98]. side-effects [HS96d].

SIGCSE [Con99]. Signature [ZW93].

[Pre99a, Ste93]. simulated [TCM98]. simulation
[Aik90, SRZ97, VPM95]. simulator [BR94]. simulators [JBP97]. site [ADLK97]. Sixth [Som96]. skills
[Del90]. sleeve [HV93]. slices [GS95].

Slicing [Law98b, DPS96, FB97b, GS95, GBF99, HW97, Law98a, RSR94, SH96]. Slow [War96]. small [PR95, Rya96].

Smalltalk [Ray96, Ray98b]. smart
Software

[Add98, AS95, ACM90, Ara95, Aye95, Aye96c, BBB'99, Ber96, Ber96, Bou93, BK99, Car96, Che91b, CW89a, Con99, Con92, Coo96, DTF96, DW97, Doe97a, Dow97, Edw96, EW97, FCC94, FvL94, FD95, F9D6, Gar95a, Gri99a, GT93, Gri98, GTW93, Han98, Han95, HGGM98, Hol95, Hol99, HLS99, Kel96b, Kel96c, Kos95, Kos98, KW96, Kri95, LW96b, Le 96, Lei95, LW93, Lok92, Lud96, Mar97, Mon97, Mühl96, MNS95, Nou98, O'L96b, O'L96c, O'N97, Ola98, Par97, Per97, Pf95c, P95F, P9F6, PT94, Pou97, PBL99, Ray96, Rec96, Rem97, RF99, R9c94, Sar92b, Som96, SF97, Sur97, TTC95, TL90, The98, THF93, Tra92, Tra95e, Tra95a, Tra95f, Tra96a, VPM95, Wol97, vHWW97, AK99, AAG93, AL95, AS94, Apgg97, Aha99].

software [AC95, And95, ABB+96, Ang99, Ari93, AB96, AL93, Bag98a, Bag98b, Bar98, BK9W6, BSST93, Bec99, BSKH92, Bha95, BZ95, Boe96, B9e99, BA94, BBK'97, BP92, BDG+95, Br9u6, BW93, Bry99, Buk91, BF91, CH95, Car93, Cas99, CS97, Che92b, Che93a, Che94a, Ch9e4b, CS95, CFF93, CCR90, Cor96, DS94a, DPS96, De90, DBM97, DK99, Dow97, Ebe97, Ede93, Ell98, ELB+98, FP98, F9n92b, FLP99, FP94, Fug99, Gac95, GJK95, GJ94, GS96, GC96, Gol90, G9os4, Got99, GJJ'95, Gru90, GLL+97, Gun96, GRW90, H9O+92, HV93, Ham94, HK92, HS90, He9f3, HS96b, Hen95b, HB94, Her99, HS95, HZG99, HK97, Hub91, Hum95, IGE97, JD96, JSW99, Jar97, Jaz95, JS90, JG96, JC95, JP897, JZZ'95, Joh96a, Jor95, Kad92, KTC+92, Kem97, Kic96].

software [KPP+99, Kit96c, Kit96a, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, Kit97, KP98c, KP98a, KP98b, Kit98, Kog95, K9T96, KR98S, KF98, Lai92, Lai96, LSJ97, Law98c, dPL96, LZ99, Lin92, Lu93, LN99, Lu91, MK96, MAM93, Mah98a, Mai97, MFC95, Mam94, Mar94, Mar98a, MiS97, MFR94, McL92, MR92, Mi93, Mod93, MQ94, Mug97, MTO+92, MRS98, MI91, NAC97, NS90, Nor97, OM91, Pad99, PO96, Par98a, Par98b, PW92, Pet91, Pf94, Pf95d, Pf95a, Pf95b, PR95, PT97, PTV95, Pou93, PD98, PD91, Rac96, Rac97, Rac98, RRG97, Ram96, RM95, RBDL97, R9n91b, Rin92, Rin93, R9GR92, R9F0, SK96, SS95, Sca91, Sch92a, SS95, Sco92, SV989, Se9f4, Sh9a5a, Sh9a5b, Sh9a8, S9J6, Sr96, Stit97, SW94, SS90, Sol98, Spr91, SVR97].

software [Sta93, Ste93, SvK98, Sug95, TC93, Tat96, TTB+90, Ter93a, THRE+94, Ter90, TFW93, TCY93, Tra94, Tra96b, Tri91, Tri92, U9h97, Ves98, War92, WT91, WF99, WP92, WJ99, WVF95, Woo90, W9093, WR9M97, Wy9b0, Xia98, XJ9G98, XZLY95, YH96, ZW95, Zuc94, ZR96, pP98, Aye96a, Doe96b, Doe96e, Doe97e, Doe97f, Doe97g, Doe97h, Doe98b, Doe98c, Doe99a, Doe99b, Fin96a, Fin96b, Hol96, How95a, How95b, How96, Ke9l96d, Neu96c, Tra95c]. solution [SVR97]. solving [GBR98]. Some [Fug99, McL91, McL92, YH96, vR92, CS98].

soundness [Bol90]. source [MAH+98b, MN95, M9NS95]. source-to-source [MAH+98b]. Space [FCC94, DBSD93, KL96, Mod93, MV91, PY96]. spatial [MTO+92]. SRC [Fin98]. special [Car93, Egg90, Not97]. special-purpose [Egg90]. specialized [VG94]. Specific [Tra95e, GCN92, LW96a, LZ99, TTC95, T8RE+94, TCY93, Tra94].

Specification [FvL94, JC95, KW96, PO96, TH99, ZW95, ACL9N5, BC9J6, CRS96, CR99b, Den96, GTW93, JW90, Jac90, JZZ'95, Kir91, Kok99, Kro98, LHR99, LS94, LMD90, Ole93, SC93b, Ter90, VG94, Woo90, ZZ9W98]. Specification-based [PO96, TH99, CRS96, CR99b, SC93b, VG94].
Specifications
[Tra95c, AD94, Amo95, ABB+96, CCCL90, CDHW93, Che92b, CPK93, DJJ96, DR96, EGHT94, Fek95, FGP93, GH99, JH98, Jia92, Kel96a, Mat97, MMS96, OM95, PF95, Rus97, TvKP90, Vaz96, Ray97b]. specified [CK95]. Specifying [HRR91, Woi93, EHL+94]. Speeding [RHSR94]. spin [Was95]. spin-off [Was95]. Speeding [RHSR94].


Stimulus [Che93b, Che91b]. Stimulus-response [Che93b, Che91b].

Storage [JBVW94]. straightforward [Ste93]. Strategies [Doe98a, Lei96b, Sim96, RW96]. strategy [Ber96, GC96, Rac95b]. stratified [PY93]. stream [TvKP90]. Structural [CRS96, CR99b, Rin96, HS96c, KT96, YP96].

Structured [Dol91, Mod93, TvKP90, Bow90, Jan94, Loy90, PW95, Vaz93].

structures [Jac96, Tur93]. Structuring [Lei98]. studies [FI98, Jor95, KP98b, Pf94].

STUDIO [PT97]. study [BZ95, DTF96, Fek95, Hen95b, KP98c, KP98a, Lam97b, MR92, ON97, PW92, Ros97, SC93b, WVF95, WRBM97, XZLY95].


Success [Bo95, Se94, Tra98b]. Successful [Ke96, Par98a]. suite [LGRM91].

Summary
[GT95P, Lud96, THP93, Tra95f, CQW+95, DOP98, EW97, Gar95a, LA95, LW96b, OP98, PSP95, PP96, PT94, PD98, PBL99, SZ96, Smi96, SMDP96, Tat96, Tra96a].

SuperPascal [Han95]. Support [OH90, AK95, AGM97, AC95, BN93, BK96, BG94, CR99b, EAD99, Gos94, GCBM96, HLS+99, Jan94, Lai91, Lot93, LU95, MORT96, PP97, Pot93, SPP95, Ter93b, You90].

Supported [Kri95, Sch92b]. Supporting [Bar92, Gir95, Hen95b, KTC+92, RM95, CGK97a, FM95, PK97, Rin92, WT91].

Surfing [Doe96a, Doe96b, Doe96c, Doe97e, Doe97f, Doe97g, Doe98b, Doe98c, Doe99a, Doe99b, How95a, How95b, How96]. surprising [Pre99a]. survey [Bru96, Bro99, FF97, OM91, Tra93].

SW [BG90, KJ97c]. switch [GHJ98]. symbolic [CABN98].

Symposium [Con99, GM96, Pot97, GS96]. synchronous [PO96, RHR91].

Synergy [JK99]. synopsis [OSWZ94]. System [Che91c, Neu95b, Nor97, Sc95, Ana98, APT94, AG91, BGV90, BBP99, BK95b, Bly97, CABN98, CS90, Dai95, EHT97, Gai97, Gor94, GHM92, HK92, Jac90, KS91, LZL99, Mar98b, MSU98, Mat97, Mrd90, ND90, PT97, Rya95, Swa96, TSK90, TC93, TTB+90, VH93].
Vaz93, Woo90, ZS99, Zho90, vdBKV97. **Systematic** [GJJ+95, Gri96, PD95, HS96d, Mug97, SARL91]. **Systems** [Doe97c, Doe97d, Fin97, Gri96, PD95, HS96d, Mug97, BKL96, BL97, BDM90, BGL98, CCCL90, Che91a, CK95, Con92, CC90, CCR90, CA93, DY94, Dro96, Dro97a, Dro99, DP98, EAD99, Fei99, Ga99, Gam97, Gar95b, GCBM96, HRR91, HJ99, HHJ99, JC96, JXXG98, Joh96a, KL96, Kir91, KSL90, KS91, Lai92, LHR99, LA98, LWM99, MV96, MR90, MMS96, MS97b, Neu90b, Neu90c, Neu91a, Neu91b, Neu92, Neu93, Neu94, Neu95d, Neu95g, Neu96a, Neu96b, Neu96c, Neu96d, Neu97a, Neu97b, Neu97d, Neu98a, Neu98b, Neu98c, Neu98d, Neu99a, Neu99b, NLS90, OAFG98, RHR91, Rin93, SNS99, SD94, SC98, Sug95, THM99, Ver96, WTV91, WVF95, XGG98, XP91, Gar95a, LNS98, SGJ99, UCD99].

transfer [Del90]. transformation
[EHTE97, Guo97, RF90]. transformational
[GCN92, Red90]. Transformations
[BB96, YHR90]. transformation
[CL91, LS90b, Lei96b]. Transitioning
[BGW+99]. translators [MAH+98b]. tree
[MSU98]. trees [KBZP98]. Trip
[Kim98, Wie92, Tra95c]. triplet [Mug97].
trustworthiness [MV91]. TTM15
[ADLK97]. turn [Tak99]. Tutorial
[Kim97, YT90]. tutorials [Gri99b]. Two
[Gl96, Ray97a, XJG98, Kok96, PV97,
SC93a, WTW+91]. Two-dimensional
[XJG98]. type
[BDM90, CR99a, Pre99b, SCB+99]. typed
[GL99]. typededefed [BN98]. Types
[Pfi95c, BN92, Bok99, BG94]. typing
[MORT96]. typology [Kel97b].
ubiquity [RM99a]. Ulrich [Ola98]. ultra
[MS97b]. ultra-reliable [MS97b]. UML
[JSW99, Jur98]. Uncertainty [Lap90].
Unconstrained [MB96]. unconsummated
[Par97]. understand [AAC93]. Understandability
[RG92, Lai96]. Understanding
[Fl93, HJ94, WWB98, Kii93, Kro98, Son95]. unified
[BM99, SVR97, Z695b]. unifying [K95].
unit [BC96]. UNITY [PRM97].
University [Iev97, Mai97]. unreliable
[CF94]. update [Gl93, Tay97]. Urgent
[Sta93]. Use [Gam97, Bok99, CB99, CLL96,
Hum95, KPP+99, KBZ98, MB96, Mar96b,
Neu92, Neu94, Neu96a, RBDL97, SP98].
Used [Lei97, Tra95]. used-program
[Tr95d]. Useful [nWE91]. User
[Day96, BSHK92, BL97, CCL90, CK95,
DCH97, Fis93, RM99a, TBK92, VPC98].
user-analyst [VPC98]. user-interfaces
[TBK92]. user-specified [CK95]. uses
[MB96]. Using
[AAG93, Dav96, DBDS93, Fin96a, Fin97,
GH99, GPS96, Gos94, HS96a, HM97,
JSW99, Lei98, MORT96, MM96, NCC99,
PP97, SC98, VG94, Vaz93, Ves98, Wal92,
Wey95, AS95, Agr99, AL93, BCJ96, BTS94,
BBP99, BR94, BGS97, CGK97b, Dan91,
Dro96, DCH79, EGH94, GH94, GBR98,
GS95, GMS98, HZG99, Hug91, Kok96,
KGL98, Lam97b, LS97, MB91, NCO96,
SPL96, SW94, ST98, SVR97, TCC95, Ter90,
TvK90, TCM98, UOH93, W99].
V [Edw94, Mar91, Mod93]. Validating
[LS97]. validation
[CM96, GPS96, LGRM91, Nou96, OM95].
validity [HS96]. value [O97]. variables
[MF96]. variation [MM96]. VDM
[HJN94, LS90a]. Verification
[BF99, CGK97b, NCO96, BCJ96, BFG96,
CM96, D97, Egg90, FC98, Iss91, NCC99,
Nou96, RvH91, T95]. Verified [You90].
Verifying [BGL98, DC94, HRR91, RHR91].
VeriSoft [GH98]. versa [Kic96]. version
[ACM97, LW96a, Zel95b]. versus
[Cla90, YH96]. vice [Kic96].
videoconferencing [Tak99]. view [Bar98,
EHTE97, FLP99, MR92, Sar92a, Yu91].
view-oriented [EHTE97]. Viewpoint
[Lam98]. Viewpoint-centred [Lam98].
Viewpoints [SFE97]. Virtual [CB99,
LW99, AC95, BDG95, JBVW94, D9B].
Visual [Che94b, Che91a, Che93b, MTO+92,
OAFG98, OM95, WW98]. vocabulary
[MAKGM97]. votes [Bag98a]. vs
[GN92, Kog95].
WACC'99 [Gl99b, Gl99c]. Wakeman
[Lec96a]. warning [Bou93]. warp [Bec91].
Wasn't [Sar94]. way [LM97]. weakness
[SB98a, SB98b]. Web [Bl97, BM97, PW95].
weighted [AKRS93]. weird [CS98]. well
[HB94]. west [PM96]. Where
[Tr90, GJK95]. which [Rya95]. white
[Mat92]. Who [Par98b]. whole
[AG98, LH99a]. whole-program
AG98, LH99a. Whole
BM97, PW95, BCC99, Bla97]. width
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